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Connected Component and Simple Polygon 
Intersection Searching I 

R K. Agarwal 2 and M. van ga'eveld 3 

Abstract .  Efficient data structures are given for the following two query problems: (i) preprocess a set 7 9 
of  simple polygons with a total of n edges, so that all polygons of 7 9 intersected by a query segment can 
be reported efficiently, and (ii) preprocess a set S of n segments, so that the connected components of the 
arrangement of S intersected by a query segment can be reported quickly. In these problems we do not want to 
return the polygons or connected components explicitly (i.e., we do not wish to report the segments defining 
the polygon, or the segments lying in the connected components). Instead, we assume that the polygons (or 
connected components) are labeled and we just want to report their labels. We present data structures of  size 
O(n ~+~) that can answer a query in time O(n 1/2+e -1- k), where k is the output size, ff the edges of T' (or 
the segments in $ )  are orthogonal, the query time can be improved to O(logn + k) using O(n logn) space. 
We also present data structures that can maintain the connected components as we insert new segments. For 
arbitrary segments the amortized update and query time are O (n 1/2+~) and O (n I/2+~ + k), respectively, and 
the space used by the data structure is O (n~+~). If we allow O (n 4/3+e ) space, the amortized update and query 
time can be improved to O(n 1/3+e) and O(n l/3+e + k), respectively. For orthogonal segments the amortized 
update and query time are O(log 2 n) and O(log2n + k logn), and the space used by the data structure is 
O (n log n). Some other related results are also mentioned. 
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1. Introduction. The general intersection-searching problem involves preprocessing 
a set of objects into a data structure so that the objects intersected by a query object can 
be reported efficiently. This problem is quite general, and numerous geometric query- 
type problems can be formulated in this setting, For example, the widely studied range 
searching problem requires preprocessing a set of points into a data structure so that the 
points intersecting a query region (rectangle, simplex, etc.) can be reported efficiently. In 
most of the work the researchers have assumed the input objects to be of simple shape, i.e., 
with constant description complexity (e.g., points, lines, segments, circles), while in most 
of the applications they are more complicated and are defined in terms of simple objects, 
e.g., polygons, defined as a sequence of noncrossing segments. Typically the definition 
of an object is stored in some data structure. The goal is to return the pointers to the data 
structures storing the definitions of the objects (and not the definitions themselves) that 
intersect a query object. For this purpose we can assume that the objects are labeled and 
one wishes to return the labels of the objects that intersect a query object. In most of 
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the applications, the set of simple objects that define the input objects for intersection 
searching can be processed, but the query time will no longer be output-sensitive; see 
below for more discussion on this topic, 

In this paper we consider some of the problems in which the input objects are not of 
simple shape. We assume that the objects are defined by segments, and the query object 
is also a segment. We study the following "abstract" problem, which we call the colored 
segment intersection searching problem: 

Given a collection S ofn  segments and an m-coloring X: S -~ {1, 2 . . . . .  m} of S, 
preprocess S into a data structure, so that the set of colors of those segments in S 
that intersect a query segment can be reported efficiently. 

By coloring the segments of each object with the same color and the segments of 
different objects with different colors, we can reduce the original intersection-searching 
problem to the colored segment intersection searching problem. The following examples 
illustrate this idea: 

1. Polygon intersection searching. Let PI . . . . .  Pm be a set of simple polygons, and 
let S be the set of n segments defining these polygons. We want to preprocess the 
polygons, so that the polygons intersecting a query segment can be reported quickly. 
We do not want to report all the edges of polygons, just the indices of these polygons. 
By assigning the color i to the edges of Pi, this problem can be reduced to colored 
segment intersection searching. 

2. Connected component intersection searching. The connected components in the 
arrangement, A(S),  of a set S of segments are the connected components of the planar 
graph formed by ~t(S).4 More formally, two segments of S are in the same connected 
component if there is a path between them along the edges of ~4(S). These connected 
components form a partition S 1 . . . . .  S m of S. For the sake of convenience, we refer 
to S 1 . . . . .  S m as the connected components of ,A(S). We wish to preprocess S so 
that the connected components of,A(S) intersecting a query segment can be reported 
quickly. Again, for each $i,  we do not want to report all the segments in Si; we just 
want to return the index i. By coloring the segments of S i with the color i, we can 
reduce it to colored segment intersection searching. Notice that, unlike the previous 
problem, determining the color of each segment in S is not trivial, because it involves 
finding for each segment e E S the connected component of r in which e lies. 

The connected components and their labeling are an important concept in image pro- 
cessing, geographic information systems, etc.; see, e.g., [10]. The segment intersection- 
searching problem, in which one wants to report all segments of S intersecting a query 
segment, is a special case of the colored segment intersection searching because, by 
coloring each segment of S with a distinct color, we can reduce it to the colored 
segment intersection-searching problem. Other colored intersection-searching problems 
have been studied independently by Janardan and Lopez [19], Gupta et al. [15]-[17], 
and Nievergelt and Widmayer [22]. 

4 The arrangement of S is the planar graph induced by S. The vertices of A(S) are the intersection points 
of $, the edges are maximal portions of segments of S that do not contain any vertex, and the faces are the 
connected components of ]R 2 - ~J s. 
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In the last few years, much work has been done on the segment intersection-searching 
problem [2], [4], [6], [8], [ I I] ,  [14], [24]. Agarwal and Sharir [4] showed that S can be 
preprocessed using O (n 1+~) space and time, so that all k segments of S intersecting a 
query segment can be reported in time O (n 1/2+s +k).5 (The n ~ factor in the size and query 
time can be reduced to the log ~ n factor using a more sophisticated partition tree due 
to Matougek [20].) Roughly speaking, their data structure stores a family of subsets of S, 
called canonical subsets, so that the segments of S intersecting a query segment can be 
represented as the union of O(n 1/2+E) pairwise disjoint canonical subsets, and they can 
be Computed in O (n 1/2+~) time. This algorithm can easily be extended to our problem by 
storing the set of colors for each canonical subset and reporting the colors of the output 
canonical subsets. The sets of colors in the canonical subsets of the query output are 
no longer pairwise disjoint, so in the worst case the same color may be reported by all 
canonical subsets, thereby implying that the query time is O((1 + k)nm+~), which is 
much worse than the desired bound of O(n 1/2+~ + k). 

We are not aware of any data structure that gives a faster algorithm for colored segment 
intersection searching than the one sketched above. In fact, we do not know any algorithm 
even for connected-component or polygon intersection searching except for a few special 
cases [18]. The algorithm of Agarwal [1] for computing many faces in an arrangement 
of segments can be modified to compute its connected components in O(n 4/3 log 2 n) 
time. If the segments are orthogonal, Imai and Asano have presented an O (n log n)- 
time algorithm for computing the connected components [ 18]. None of these algorithms 
works for reporting the connected components that intersect a query segment. If  the 
query object is a line, a connected-component intersection query can be answered as 
follows (see also [19]): For each connected component of A(S), find its convex hull and 
preprocess the convex hull edges for segment intersection searching. Since a connected 
component of A(S) intersects a line e if and only if its convex hull intersects s and at 
most two edges of a convex hull intersect ~, all k connected components of S intersecting 
a query line can be reported in time O(n 1/2+8 -t- k). Observe that the above approach 
works for colored segment intersection searching also (assuming that the query is again 
a line) as long as the segments of the same color form a connected graph. For example, 
the polygon intersection queries for lines can be answered using the same approach. This 
approach does not work if the query object is a segment. 

This paper begins with a relatively simple algorithm for colored segment intersection 
searching for the case in which the segments are orthogonal and the query Segment is also 
orthogonal (Section 2). We show that we can preprocess a set Of n orthogonal segments 
in O (n log 2 n) time into an O (n log n) size data structure so that a query can be answered 
in time O (log n + k). A similar bound has been attained by Janardan and Lopez [ 19]. 

In Section 3 we present a dynamic solution for colored segment intersection search- 
ing for the case in which the segments of S and the query segments are orthogonal. 
The query time is O((k + 1) log 2 n), where k is the number of colors reported. The 
insertion or deletion of a segment takes O (log 2 n) amortized time. If only insertions are 
performed, the amortized query time can be improved to O (log 2 n + k log n). An algo- 
rithm for dynamic colored segment intersection searching does not immediately yield an 

5 Throughout this paper, e stands for a positive constant that can be chosen arbitrarily small with an appropriate 
choice of other constants in the algorRhms. 
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algorithm for connected-component intersection searching because an update may affect 
several connected components of S. We present an O (n log 2 n)-time on-line algorithm 
to construct the connected components of n orthogonal segments (Section 4). 

Section 5 solves the static version of the connected-component searching problem for 
arbitrary segments. For any fixed e > 0, the preprocessing time is O (n4/3+~), the space 
is O(nl+~), and a query takes O(n m+e + k) time, where k is the output size. The query 
time can be improved by increasing the size of the data structure, as with the standard 
segment intersection searching. In particular, for a parameter n < N _<n 2, a query can 
be answered in time O (n 1 + ~ / ~  + k) using O (N ~+~) space. A variant of this algorithm 
yields an efficient data structure for polygon intersection searching (Section 6). 

In Section 7 we describe how the data structure described in Section 5 can be modified 
so that new segments can be inserted in O(n 1/2+~) amortized time without increasing 
the asymptotic query time. The insertion of a segment is fairly expensive because, be- 
fore inserting, we need to determine the connected components that intersect. If  we 
allow the size of the data structure to be 0(n4/3+~), the update and query time can 
be improved to O(n 1/3+~) and O(n 1/3+~ + k). This yields an O(n4/3+~)-time on-line 
incremental algorithm for computing the connected components in arrangements of n 
segments. 

The basic idea behind our algorithms is to store families of canonical subsets of S 
so that any query selects only a small number of them. Within each canonical subset, 
we use a data structure that finds any color only a few, a constant number, times. This 
approach ensures that no color is reported often, and thus the query time will be low. An 
interesting feature of our dynamic algorithms is the lazy update of data structures. Part 
of the update work is performed later by the subsequent query algorithms; however, a 
query is answered correctly at all times. The idea is reminiscent of the union-find structure 
with path compression [9]. A UNION operation performs its task correctly, but makes 
the structure less efficient. A FIND operation adjusts the structure so that subsequent 
FIND operations can be performed more efficiently. This is exactly what happens in our 
solution for the maintenance of connected components. 

2. The Orthogonal Colored Segment Intersection Searching. In this section we 
consider the colored segment intersection-searching problem for orthogonal segments; 
i.e., given a set 8 oforthogonal segments and a color assignment X: ,S --~ { 1 . . . . .  m}, we 
preprocess S into a data structure so that the colors of the segments that intersect a query 
(orthogonal) segment y can be reported efficiently. We preprocess horizontal and vertical 
segments separately. Reporting the colors of horizontal segments that intersect a query 
horizontal segment is essentially the following one-dimensional problem: preprocess a 
set of colored intervals into a data structure so that the colors of intervals that intersect 
a query interval can be reported efficiently. This problem can be solved optimally either 
by modifying the data structure described below in an obvious manner or by using the 
algorithm described in [15]. Hence, it suffices to describe how to preprocess a set of 
horizontal segments so that the colors of segments that intersect a query vertical segment 
can be reported quickly. The symmetric case in which vertical segments are stored can 
be solved in the same way and is not discussed. 
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Fig. 1. Upper and lower envelopes of a set of horizontal segments. 

For simplicity, we assume that all horizontal segments of  S have different y-coordinates, 
and that they are sorted in an increasing order of their heights. We construct a balanced 
binary tree T on the segments of  S. The ith leftmost leaf of T is associated with the ith 
segment of S. For each node v of T, let S~ ___ S denote the set of  segments associated 
with the leaves of the subtree rooted at v, and let n;  = fS~ [. For an internal node v, let 
y~ denote the y-coordinate of  the highest segment associated with its left child (i.e., the 
segment associated with the rightmost leaf of  the subtree rooted at the left child of v). 
We associate the horizontal line ~ :  y = y~ with v. At each node other than the root of  
T, we stor e the secondary structure described below. 

DEFINITION 2.1. The upper envelope U = U (S) of a set S of  segments is the pointwise 
maximum when each segment e 6 S is viewed as a partially defined linear function. U is 
a piecewise-linear (not necessarily continuous) function whose graph consists of portions 
of  the segments of  S. If all the segments of S are horizontal, then U is a histogram or 
Manhattan skyline (see Figure 1), 6 and every breakpoint of U is an endpoint of some 
segment of S. The lower envelope L = L(S) of S is defined similarly. 

Let S~ c S~ be the set of  segments of  color i, and assume without loss of  generality 
that S~ . . . . .  S~ ~ are the nonempty subsets of S~. Clearly, my _< n~. Assume that v is 
a left child of  its parent. For each i, let U~ be the upper envelope of S~. The set Uv = 

my {U~ . . . . .  U~ } is a set of  my histograms, each of a different color. Let Xl < - . .  < xr 
be the x-coordinates of all breakpoints of the histograms in U~. We have r < 2n~. 
The vertical ordering of  the histograms in U~ changes only at the breakpoints, so it 
remains the same in every interval (xj, x j+l). We store the vertical ordering of  U~ for 
all intervals (x j, Xj+l), using the persistent data structure of  Sarnak and Tarjan [27]. The 
preprocessing time and space required are O((m~ + r) log(m~ + r)) and O(mv + r), 
respectively. For any vertical query segment e whose topmost endpoint lies above all 
histograms, we can report all k histograms that intersect e in time O (log(m~ + r) + k). In 

6 Usually, a histogram or Manhattan skyline includes the vertical segments as well, but for the sake of conve- 
nience we omit them. 
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more detail, we compute the persistent data structure by sweeping a vertical line from left 
to right. At each breakpoint we stop and update the structure. Assume that the histogram 
U~ has a breakpoint at some xj. Then we perform the following two operations: 

(i) If  U{ is defined in the interval (xi_i, xj), we delete it from the structure. 
(ii) I f  U~ is defined in the interval (xj, xj+l),  we insert it into the structure using the 

y-coordinate of  U / at (xj, xj+l) as the key. 

Since r and m are at most 2nv, the persistent data structure requires O(nv) space 
and O (n ~ log n ~) preprocessing time. If  v is the right child of its parent, we construct a 
similar secondary structure on the lower envelopes Li~ of S~. 

Let y be a vertical query segment. We follow a single path of T starting from the root 
until we find a node z such that the line s intersects y,  as follows. Suppose  we are at a 
node v of  T. If  v is a leaf and g intersects the segment associated with v, we report its 
color. If  v is an internal node with w and u being its left and right children, respectively, 
we do the following: I f  y lies above the line s it cannot intersect the segments in Sw, 
so we descend to u and repeat the same step. Similarly, if y lies below ~ ,  we descend to 
w and repeat the same step. Finally, if y intersects gv, we visit the secondary structures 
of  the children w and u. Since y intersects go, y intersects a segment of  S / (or S~) if 
and only if y intersects U / (resp. Li,). Therefore, we search the persistent data structures 
stored at w and u with y,  and report the upper and lower envelopes intersected by y;  
this in turn gives the colors of  the segments in S~ = Sw U S,  intersected by y.  

As for the query time, we spend O (log n) time in finding the highest node v for which 
gv intersects y and O (log n § t) time in searching through the persistent data structures, 
where t is the number of envelopes in these structures that intersect y .  There are at most 
two envelopes of  the same color, so the overall query time is O (log n § k), where k is 
the number of  colors of  segments in S that intersect y. 

A similar data structure can report the colors of  vertical segments intersected by a 
horizontal segment. We therefore conclude 

THEOREM 2.2. Given a set S of  n orthogonal line segments in the plane along with a 
color assignment X: S ~ {1 . . . . .  m}, S can be preprocessed in time O(n log 2 n) into 
a data structure of  size O(n logn) ,  so that all k colors of  segments of  S intersecting a 
given orthogonal query segment can be reported in 0 (log n + k) time. 

The above theorem implies that, by first computing the connected components of  S in 
time O (n log n) [ 18] and then coloring the segments of  each connected component with 
a distinct color, we can preprocess S for connected component intersection searching. 
We thus have 

COROLLARY 2.3. The connected components of a set S of  n orthogonal segments in the 
plane can be preprocessed in time 0 (n log 2 n) into a data structure of  size 0 (n log n), 
so that all k connected components of  S intersecting an orthogonal query segment can 
be reported in 0 (log n + k) time. 
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Similarly, we also obtain 

COROLLARY 2.4. A set of simple rectilinear polygons, consisting of n line segments in 
total, can be preprocessed in time O(n logn)  into a data structure of size O(n log 2 n) so 
that all k polygons intersecting an orthogonal query segment can be found in 0 (log n +k)  
time. 

3. Dynamic Orthogonal Colored Segment Intersection Searching. In this section 
we describe another data structure that maintains a collection S of  orthogonal segments 
dynamically and supports the following operations: 

INSERT (S, e, i): Insert the segment e of color i to the set S. 
DELETE (S, e, i): Delete the segment e of  color i from S. 
REPORT (S, y): Report the colors of  segments of  S that intersect a query (orthogonal) 

segment y. 

As mentioned before, the data structure of Theorem 2.2 does not allow efficient 
updates, so we have to use a different approach. As in the static case, we consider the 
situation in which S consists of  only horizontal segments (i.e., the segment to be inserted 
or deleted is horizontal), and the query segment is vertical. The other case is completely 
symmetric, and we use a separate structure for it. 

We store $ in a two-level data structure--the primary structure is a balanced binary 
tree and the secondary structure is an interval tree. The secondary structure answers 
the one-dimensional version of  the colored segment intersection queries. That is, it 
maintains a collection of  colored intervals so that the intervals containing a query point 
can be reported efficiently. 

We first describe the data structure for maintaining intervals and then present the 
overall data structure. 

3.1. Dynamic Colored Interval Intersection. We wish to store a collection B of  in- 
tervals into a data structure so that an interval can be inserted into or deleted from the 
structure, and the colors of intervals in B containing a query point x c ~ can be reported 
quickly. 

We maintain a dynamic interval tree T that supports insert and delete operations, see, 
e.g., pp. 192-199 of  [21]. A real number xo is associated with each internal node of  T. 
An interval b 6 /3 is stored at the highest node of T for which x~ 6 b. Let/3~ _ B 
denote the set of  intervals stored at v, and let Co be the set of colors of intervals in B~. 
We maintain three secondary structures on B~: 

(i) TCL~: It stores Co as a balanced binary search tree (e.g., red-black tree). Suppose a 
node v of  TCL~ stores color i. Let Lio and R~ be the list of  left and right endpoints, 
respectively, of  the intervals in B~ of color i. We store L/ ,  Ri~ at v as balanced binary 
search trees. Let l i be the smallest element in Li~, and ri be the largest element in 

(ii) TL~: It stores the set {1 i ] i ~ Co} as a balanced binary search tree. 
(iii) TRy: It stores the set {ri ] i ~ C~} as a balanced binary search tree. 
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We perform three operations on the interval tree: 

(i) INSERT (T, b, i), 
(ii) DELETE (T, b, i), and 

(iii) REPORT (T, x). 

The third operation reports the colors of  intervals that contain a given point x. The 
structures TL~. and TRy are used for the REPORT-operation, and the structure TCLv is 
needed for the DELETE-operation. Intuitively, to answer a query we are only interested 
in determining whether an interval of  color i contains x. Therefore, the structures TL,, 
and TRy store the intervals of  each color that are "most likely" to be an answer to the 
query. 

INSERTING AN INTERVAL. To insert a new interval b = [I, r] of  color i into T, we first 
add b to T using the Standard procedure, see [21] for details. Let v c T be the node 
at which b is stored. First, we insert its color i into TCL~,, using the standard insertion 
procedure for balanced binary search trees. Then we insert the endpoints of  b into the 
lists L / and R/. Finally, if  1 is the leftmost endpoint of  the intervals in/3~ of color i, we 
delete the current li  from TLv mad insert t into TL~,. We do the same for r if  r becomes 
the new r;. 

Since the secondary data structures of  two nodes can be merged in linear time and an 
interval can be inserted into a secondary structure in O (log n) time, the total amortized 
time required for inserting b is O (log n) (see [21 ]). 

DELETING AN INTERVAL. To delete an interval b = [l, r]  of  color i, stored at a node v 
of  T, we delete the endpoints of  b from Li~, R i and delete b from T. I f  ti  = l, we delete 
l from TL~ and add the new li (the smallest element of  L / after deleting I) into TLv. We 
do the same for r if r; = r. The total time spent is O (log n). 

ANSWERING A QUERY. To report the colors of  intervals intersected by a query point x, 
we follow a path in T starting at the root. At each node v we do the following. Suppose 
x > xo. Then an interval b = [l, r] 6/3~ intersects x if and only i f r  > x. So, we traverse 
TRv from right to left until we encounter an endpoint p < x. We report the colors of  
intervals corresponding to the endpoints traversed. We then descend to the right child of  
v. The case x < xv is analogous. 

We visit O (log n) nodes of  T, and a color is reported at most once at each node. Since 
a binary search tree supports the max-operation in constant time, hence, the overall query 
time to report k colors of  intervals intersecting a query point x is O ((k + 1) log n). Hence, 
we have 

LEMMA 3.1. We can maintain a set of  colored intervals in a data structure of  linear 
size so that an interval can be inserted into or deleted from the structure in O(logn)  
amortized time, and so that all k colors of  intervals containing a query point can be 
reported in time O((k + 1) logn) .  
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SEMIDYNAMIC CASE. If we perform only insert operations, the secondary data structure 
stored at each node v can be simplified, and the amortized query time can be improved 
to O (log n + k) (though a specific query may take much longer). In this case we do 
not need the secondary structure TCLv, since it was needed only to find a new leftmost 
or rightmost interval when an interval was deleted from L~ or R~. A second change is 
the following. For each color i, let U ~ denote the union of the intervals in B of color 
i. Instead of storing the intervals of 13, we now store another collection s of (colored) 
intervals so that for each color i, the union of intervals in g of color i is exactly U i . This 
ensures that an interval in 13 of color i intersects a point x if and only if an interval in 
s of color i intersects that point. Moreover, we no longer require that all endpoints in 
L~, Ro have distinct colors. (We point out that we neither attempt to store a minimum 
number of intervals, nor require the intervals of the same color to be disjoint.) As usual, 
an interval b ~ s is associated with the highest node v such that x~ c b. Let go be the 
set of intervals associated with v. At each node v, we maintain two binary search trees 
Lv and R~ storing the left and right endp0ints, respectively, of intervals in s 

Inserting an interval b is straightforward. We first insert b into the primary tree T as 
earlier. If  b is stored at a node v, we add the left and right endpoints of b to L~ and R~. 
The total time spent is obviously still O (log n). 

The colors of intervals containing a query point x are retrieved in the same way as 
earlier except that we perform an additional step. If we find ti > 1 intervals bl . . . . .  bti 

of the same color, say i, we delete them from the corresponding secondary structures. 
Let b = Uji=l bj; b is a single connected interval because x ~ bj for all j < ti. We insert 
b into T. The total time spent in processing bl . . . . .  bt~ is O((t i  + 1) log n). If the above 
procedure returns k' --- ~ ti intervals o fk  distinct colors, i.e., k'  = k + ~],(ti - 1), then 
the actual running time for reporting and updating is 

O(k '  + l o g n ) +  ~ O((t i  §  
i: t i> l  

= O(logn + k )  + ~ O((t i  - 1)logn). 
i: t i l l  

Y~i t,~l (ti - 1) elements are deleted, and any interval can be deleted at most once. We 
charge the O(log n) time to each such interval to account for the second term in the time 
complexity. Hence, the amortized insert and query time are 0 (log n) and 0 (log n + k), 
respectively. 

LEMMA 3.2. We can maintain a collection o f  colored intervals in a data structure o f  

l inear size so that a new interval can be inserted in O(log n) amort i zed  time, and so 
that all  k colors o f  intervals containing a query po in t  can be reported in O(logn + k) 
amort i zed  time. 

3.2. Two-Dimensional  Structure. To obtain a dynamic data structure for the two- 
dimensional Colored segment intersection problem, we apply a so-called range re- 
striction; see, e.g., [23], [28], and [31]. We maintain a balanced binary tree on the 
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y-coordinates of the segments, and every node of the tree stores a data structure as de- 
scribed above. The effect of the performance is a multiplicative factor of log n in the 
update and query time and the si~ace requirements. Hence, we obtain 

THEOREM 3.3. We can maintain a set S of colored orthogonal segments in a data 
structure of size O(n logn) so that a segment can be deleted from or inserted into the 
structure in 0 (log 2 n) amortized time, and so that all k colors of segments intersecting 
an orthogonal query segment can be reported in time O ( (k + 1 )  log 2 n ). I f  we allow only 
insertions, the amortized query time can be improved to 0 (log 2 n + k log n). 

4. Maintaining Connected Components of Orthogonal Segments. The data struc- 
ture as described above cannot be used directly for maintaining the connected components 
of J[(S) because insertion of a segment can merge several connected components into 
one. Therefore, if we iabel the segments in the ith connected component by Color i, then 
the insertion of a segment can change the colors of many segments. It is very expensive 
to update the colors of all these segments explicitly. The data structure for maintaining 
the connected components should support the following operations: 

INSERT (,_q, e): Insert a new segment e to the set S. 
REPORT-COMPONENT (S, y): Report the connected components of S that intersect the 

query segment y. 
SAME-COMPONENT (el, e2): Determine whether two segments el, e2 E S lie in the 

same connected component of the arrangement of S. 

We assume that the color of a segment is i if it is in the ith connected component of the 
arrangement. Let S i ~ S denote the set of segments in the ith connected component of S 
(or the segments of color i). The connected components now change dynamically as we 
insert segments. Since it is very" expensive to change the color of every segment explicitly, 
we do it implicitly. In particular, we maintain a union-find data structure UF(S) to update 
the colors of segments. It can merge two sets in O (log n) amortized time, and can report 
the connected component containing a given segment (or the color of a given segment) 
in O(1) time, see [9]. Throughout this section we use the structure UF(S) to find the 
color of a segment, and by the phrase "find the color of a segment e" we mean "perform 
FIND (e) using UF(S)." Using the structure UF(S), the SAME-COMPONENT query can 
easily be answered in O(1) time. 

Apart from UF(S), we preprocess S into a data structure described for the semidy- 
namic case in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. A query is answered in the same way as earlier except 
that we use UF(S) to find the color of an interval. To insert a new segment e, we find 
the colors of all segments in S that intersect e, merge these connected components using 
UF(S), and then insert e as in Section 3.1. The same analysis as above shows that the 
amortized query time is O(tog2 n + k logn), where k is the number of distinct colors 
reported. As for the insertion time, if e intersects t components of A(S) ,  then we spend 
O (log 2 n § t log n) amortized time to find these components and another O (log 2 n) time 
to insert e. Notice that after inserting e, the number of connected component reduces by 
t - 1, so the amortized insert time can be shown to be O(log z n). Hence, we have 
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THEOREM 4.1. We can store a collection $ of n orthogonal segments into a data 
structure so that a new segment can be inserted in O(log 2 n) amortized time and so 
that the set of connected components intersecting a query segment can be reported in 
O (log 2 n + k log n) amortized time. Given two segments in S, we can determine in 0 (1) 
time whether they are in the same connected component of the arrangement of S. 

The above theorem immediately gives an on-line algorithm to compute the connected 
components of a set of n orthogonal segments. An optimal O (n log n)-time solution to 
the off-line problem was given by Imai and Asano [18]. 

COROLLARY 4.2. An on-line algorithm exists that computes the connected components 
of n orthogonaI segments in O(n log 2 n) time. 

5. Reporting Connected Components in Segment Arrangements. In this section 
we consider the problem of preprocessing a set $ = {el . . . .  , en} of n segments with 
arbitrary orientations, so that the connected components of A(S)  intersected by a query 
segment can be reported quickly. Recall that each connected component of A(S)  is 
labeled, and the goal is to report these labels (not the segments in those connected com- 
ponents). In other words, let S 1 . . . . .  S m be the partition of S induced by the connected 
components of A(S).  Set X (Si) = i. We wish to preprocess S for answering colored 
segment intersection queries. However, unlike the colored segment intersection search- 
ing problem, in which the color of each segment is given, we have to compute the colors 
of segments in S. 

Let G(S) be a graph with n vertices { 1 . . . . .  n} with (i, j )  being connected by an edge 
if there is a nonconvex face f of A($)  (a face that contains an endpoint of some segment 
in S)' such that both el, ej appear on the same connected component of Of. It can be 
shown that two segments el, ej E S are in the same connected component of A ( S )  if and 
only if i and j are in the same connected component of G(S) [13]. We compute, in time 
O (n 4/3 log 2 n), the faces of A(S) that contain an endpoint of some segment in S [1]. By 
a result of Aronov et al. [5], the total number of edges in these faces is O (n4/3). We index 
the connected components of A(,~) arbitrarily. Next, we construct G(S) in additional 
O (n 4/3) time and compute the colors of all segments in S. After having computed the 
colors of segments, we preprocess S as follows. 

We construct a segment tree T on ,S; see [26] for details on segment trees. Each node 
u of T is associated with an x-interval b. and a vertical strip I .  = b. • [-cxz, +~x~]. 
The left bounding line of I .  is denoted by L. ,  and the right bounding line by R.. A 
segment e e ,S is associated with a node u if b. _ ~ and bp.ro.t<.) ~ Y, where Y is the 
x-projection of e. For a node u, let 8 .  denote the set of segments associated with u, 
and let C. denote the set of segments associated with the proper descendants of u; set 
nu = ISu[ and m.  --- levi. The segments of ,~,  g. are referred to as long and short 

segments, respectively. We have 

(1) ~-~nu = O(nlogn),  ~-~mu = O(nlogn).  
u~T uET 
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Fig, 2. The long segments Su, bold edges denote the segments of 7~u. 

We clip the segments of S.  and g. within Iu. We store two secondary data structures at 
each node u of T: 

(i) We preprocess Su so that the colors of all segments of S,  intersected by a query 
segment contained in I, can be reported quickly. 

(ii) We preprocess s so that thecolors of all segments of g, intersected by a query line 
can be reported quickly. 

5.1, Preprocessing Long Segments. Let u be a node of T, and let 8.1, S 2 . . . . .  S t be 
the connected components of A(S~). The segments of the same color (i,e., the segments 
of the same connected component in A(S)) may split into several connected compo- 
nents of A(S~); see Figure 2. For each S/, we choose an arbitrary segment r~ ~ S / 
as a representative of S/. Let 7~. = {r. 1 . . . . .  rut}, sorted in decreasing order of their 
heights. The segments of ~u are pairwise disjoint and partition I. into trapezoids. The 
secondary structure, TAu, associated with Su is a minimum height binary tree on the 
segments of ~ . ;  the ith leftmost leaf of TAx stores r~,. For each node v ~ TA., let 
~uv _ 7~u denote the set of segments stored at the leaves of the subtree rooted at v. 
We store the set of colors of segments of ~ .v  in a linked list Z4P.v. At the ith leftmost 
leaf of the binary tree, we also preprocess the lines containing the segments of S / into a 
linear-size data structure for answering segment intersection detection queries: Let S~* 
be the set of points dual to the lines supporting the segments of $~. We construct in time 
O(IS/I log IS / l) a linear-size partition tree TAQ(S i) that determines whether a query 
double-wedge W contains any point of S/*; see [20], If W N$/* ~ 0, then it also returns 
a point of S/* lying inside W as a witness. The total time spent in preprocessing Su is 
O(nu log nu). 

Finally, we preprocess S~*, the set of points dual to the lines supporting S,, in time 
4/3+e .~4/3+~, O (n. ) into a data structure TBu of size 0(., u j that determines whether a double- 

wedge contains any of the input points, and returns a witness if the answer is "yes." 
The query time of this structure is O (nt/3), see [20]. This data structure is required only 
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to preprocess short segments stored in the subtree rooted at u. Once they have been 
preprocessed, TB. is discarded. 

5.2. Preproeessing Short Segments. Next, we describe how to preprocess s so that 
the colors of s intersected by a query line can be reported quickly. Let s . . . . .  gt be 
the connected components of,A(s A line e intersects s  and only if it intersects an 
edge of the convex hull of s Moreover, e intersects at most two edges of the convex hull 
of s This suggests the following approach for preprocessing s Compute the convex 
hull of each connected component s preprocess the edges of these convex hulls for 
answering line intersection queries (i.e., preprocess a set of edges into a data structure 
so that all edges intersected by a query line can be reported efficiently; see [4]), and 
report a color if g intersects a convex hull edge of a connected component of that color, 
The problem with this approach is that several connected components in s may have 
the same color in which case a color will be reported several times. Nevertheless, if 
X (s = X (s then there must be a segment in 8 (not necessarily a segment of s that 

intersects s  the boundary of I. ,  and the same holds for s (see Figure 3). If both 

~ and s intersect the half-plane lying above (or below) ~, then ~ intersects a segment 

of s s if and only if g intersects an edge of CH(s U s (Figure 3). This is the basic 
idea of our data structure, which we now describe in detail. 

We partition the connected components of r163 into three subsets: 

. ~z :  a connected component s e U f  if at least one of the following two conditions 
hold: 
1. A segment ei e s intersects the left boundary Lu of I.. 
2. No segment of s the right boundary of I., and there is a segment e 6 S 

that intersects s and Lu. 

p~ 

vl 

i c2 i 

: s i 

Fig. S. Short segments; 5r. L = {S~, S~), fff  = {s and .Y'h ~ = {s u , s s bold segments are leaders; 
X(e5 ~ e,,. 
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It is easily seen that in the second case, e 6 Sz for some ancestor z of u. We refer to ei 
as the leader of g~ and denote it by )~(g~). If ei ~ E~, we c!i p it within I ,  and add it to 
g~ (and also to g~), so assume that ~,(g/) belongs to g~. If two connected components 
of A(s have the same leader el, we merge them into a single component. 

�9 .)cuR: A connected component s E 5eft if s r 5c~, and if s a segment ei that 
intersects the right boundary Ru of lu. We refer to ei as the leader of s  denote it 
by X(s 

�9 ~-ff: All the remaining connected components are in ~-ff. The connected compo- 
nents of A(Scff) are also the connected components of the overall arrangement A(S),  
and they lie completely in the interior of I. .  Therefore, the colors of all connected 
components in 5t'ff are distinct. 

The connected components of s can be computed in O(m 4/3 log 2 m . ) t i m e  as men- 
tioned above. If a segment e of g/intersects the left (resp. right) boundary of I. ,  we assign 

it to ~'~ (resp. 5cff), and set X(g/) = e. Let gJ be a component that has not been assigned 

to any of 5c~, Yff. For every ancestor z of u, we query TBz with the segments of gJ until 

we find a segment g of Sz, if any, that intersects gJ. If g is found, we clip g within I.,  add 
a copy of it to s j, assign s to 5t-u L, and set )~(gJ) = g; otherwise, we add gJ to 5c~. The 
total time spent in this step at u is O (m~nl/3 log n), and O (n 4/3 log 2 n) over all nodes of T. 

We process each of U L, 5of, ~cM into a data structure so that the colors of those 
segments that intersect a query line can be reported efficiently. 

�9 TC.: Let Pi be the intersection point of X(E/) and the left boundary of I. .  Let 

Assume that the points in 79~ are sorted by their y-coordinates. TC. is a balanced binary 
tree whose leaves store 7 ~/in the sorted order. For a node v ~ TC., let 5c.r~ __ 5c~ be 

the set of connected components gJ such that pj is stored at a leaf of the subtree rooted 
at v. For a color c, let Bc~ denote the set of segments in 5c~% of color c, defined as 

G,, = U {G 14 ~ ~4~ and x(4)  = c}, 

" C C We compute the convex hull of Bcv for each c with/3.~ ~ 0. Let E.~ denote the set of 
edges in CH(B~v); see Figure 4. Set g(EC~) = c, E.~ = Uc EC~, and m.~ = [g.~[. 
We store a third-level data structure TCPu~ at each node v of TC.. 
�9 TCP.~: We preprocess E.v into a data structure TCP~v of size O(m.~ log mu~) for 

line intersection queries using the algorithm described in [4]. All k segments of E ~  
intersected by a query line can be reported in time O ( rn~ +~ +k).  The algorithm con- 
structs a two-level partition tree, each of whose node stores a subset of segments, and 
the query output consists of O (-~ 1/2+e-~ canonical subsets. For each canonical subset, - -  ~ f l t u v  J 

we store the set of colors of these segments instead of the segments themselves. 
Summing the size of TCP,~ of over all nodes of TC,, the total size of TC, is 
O(m, log 2 m,). 

�9 TD,: Analogous to the previous structure, but for the components of ~-f. 
�9 TE,: For each connected component E~ / c ~ ,  we compute the convex hull of 

its segments. Let E / denote the set of edges in the resulting convex hull. and let 
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(i) 
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(iii) i " ~ :  
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(iv) ~ i  
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Fig. 4. (i) Short segments at a node u. There are four components in .A(s and ;((s = ;((s = X (8 4) = 1, 
1 2 )(s 3) = 2. (ii) The binary tree on {Pl, Pz, P3, P4}, (iii) segments in EuJto, and (iv) segments in Euv, E.o. 

E.  = UE~;~,  E~. We set x(E~)  = X(S~). We preprocess E .  into a data structure 
TE. for line intersection queries, as we preprocessed E~v in TCP~v. 

This completes the description of our data structure. Summing over all secondary 
structures, the total size of the data structure is O (n log 3 n) and the preprocessing time is 
O (n4/3+~), for any fixed e > 0. Recall that after processing short segments, we discard 
the secondary structure TBu, for all u c T. 

5.3. Answering a Query. Let y = ~ -  be the query segment. Without loss of generality 
assume that p is the left endpoint of y. Let z be the leaf of T such that p E I z, and let 
Zrp denote the path from the root of T to z. Similarly, we define the path Jrq for q. Let 
U ( y )  denote the set of highest nodes u such that b~ _c ?7, where ~ is the x-projection 
of y. Let e be the line supporting y. The following lemma is well known: 

LEMMA 5.1. A segment y = -fi~ intersects a segment e o f  S if and only if there is a 
node u ~ T Such that 

1. u ~ zrp U ~rq, e is stored as a long segment at u, and y N lu intersects the line 
containing e. 

2. u ~ U (y) ,  e is stored as a short segment at u, and ~ intersects e G I~. 

In view of this lemma, we answer a query in two steps. We first query TAu, for all nodes 
u ~ 7re U Zrq, with g n lu, and then we query TC,,  TDu, and TE,,  for all u c U (y), with L 

SEARCHING AMONG LONG SEGMENTS. L e t u b e a n o d e o n ~ r p U r C q , a n d l e t ~ ' = F N I u .  
Let/3, ~ be the endpoints of ~. Assume without loss of generality that/3 lies below q- 
We query TAu with ~ and report the colors of the segments in S, intersected by ~ as 
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follows. Searching TA, with the endpoints/3 and ~ of ~, we compute O (log n) maximal 
subtrees of TA~ that lie between the search paths to/3 and ~. At the root v of each such 
maximal subtree, we report all colors stored in the associated lists TAP~,~.. Let r~ be the 
segment in ~u lying immediately below/3. By querying TAQ(Siu) with ~*, the double- 
wedge dual to ~, we determine whether ~ intersects any line supporting the segments 
of S~. If the answer is "yes," we also report the color of r[,. Next, we repeat the same 
procedure for the representative lying immediately above ~. At each node v ~ TA~,a 
color is reported only once, so the total time spent in searching over all nodes in zr(p) 
and zr (q) is O (n 1/2+~ + kt log 2 n), where kt is the number of distinct colors reported. 

SEARCHING AMONG SHORT SEGMENTS. Next, let u be a node in U(7/). We report the  
colors of the segments of g, intersected by the line ~ containing y. Let cr be the intersec- 
tion point of e and the left boundary of Iu, We search TCu with a and determine the leaf 
z that stores the point lying immediately above a. The subsets ~'2~, associated with the 
children v of the nodes on the path from the root of TC, to z, which do not lie on the path 
itself, partition the connected components of ~4(~-~) into O(logn) canonical subsets. 
If v is the left (resp. right) child of its parent, then a lies below (resp. above) pj for all 
g~ E ~-ul~,. It is easily seen that s intersects a segment of/3% if and only if ~ intersects a 
segment of E~ .  Therefore we query TCPuv and report the colors of all segments of Eu~ 
that intersect g. A color is reported at most twice at each node v, so the time spent at v is 

1/2+g O (m, +k~v), where kuv is the output size. Next, we repeat a similar procedure for TD, 
with the intersection point ofe and the right boundary of I,. Finally, we search TE, with 
and report all colors of the convex hull edges intersected by e. Summing over all nodes in 
U(?'), the time spent in querying the short segments is O (nl/2+~ + k~ log 2 n), where ks is 
the number of distinct colors found. The overall query time is thus 0 (n~/Z+~ + k log 2 n). 

LEMMA 5.2. A set of n line segments in the plane can be preprocessed in 0 (n 4/3+e) time 
into a data structure of size 0 (n log 3 n ), so that all k connected components intersecting 
a given query segment can be reported in 0 (nl/2+~ + k  log 2 n) time,for anyfoced e > O. 
The space required to construct the data structure is O(n4/3+e). 

5.4. Improving the Running Time. Thequerytimeoftheabovelemmacanbeimproved 
to O(n u2+` + k) at the expense of a slight increase in the size of the data structure. The 
space used will be O(nl+~). The basic idea is to replace all binary trees in the above 
structure with n~-ary trees, for some small constant 0 < 3 < e/4. We describe how to 
modify TAu; the other structures can be modified in an analogous manner. 

To this end, we replace the binary tree TAu by a minimum-height n~-ary tree on the 
segments in ~z,. (Recall that the segments in ~u are totally ordered, as they are dis- 
joint and their endpoints lie on the boundary of I..) The height of TA. is now O(1/3). 
For an internal node v ~ TAu, let Wl . . . . .  wt (t < n~) be the children of v. For each 
1 < i < j _< t, let Cuo(i, j )  denote the set of colors of segments in Ui<h<j 7~.wh, 
We store C~v(i, j )  in a list at v, The space required by TA., including itssecondary 
structures, is easily seen to be O(nu 1+2~ log n.). 

In order to compute the colors of segments in 74. intersected by a segment y = ~-'ff, 
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we locate its endpoints, in time O ((1/6)log n~) = O (log n,),  among the segments of 
~ .  Let Zrp (resp. rrq) be the path from the root of TA~ to the leaf that stores the segment 
o f ~  lying immediately above p (resp. below q). At each node v 6 zrp, if {wi . . . . .  wj} 
is the maximal set of children of v such that the segments in Ui<h<j T~UWh intersect V, 
we report the colors stored in C,~(i, j ) .  We leave it to the reader to check that all colors 
of segments in 7~, intersected by y can be reported in time O(log n, + k). 

Similarly, the colors of segments in C~ intersected by a long segment V can be reported 
in time O(m 1/2+8 + k), using O(m~ +2~ log 2 mu) space. 

Finally, we replace the primary segment tree T by an n~-ary tree. Let wl . . . . .  wt, for 
t < n a, denote the children ofu .  For each 1 < i < j < t, let lu(i, j )  = Ui<h<j lwh; 
Iu(i, j )  is also a vertical strip. We define the set of long and short segments Su(i, j )  
and g,(i,  j )  in a similar way. We then preprocess S,(i ,  j )  and E,(i, j )  as before, 
but replace binary trees with the trees of constant depth. The space requirement is 
O(n 1+4~ log 3 n) = O(nl+~). Since the depth of each tree is constant, a color will be 
reported only a constant number of times. Therefore we can obtain the following result, 

THEOREM 5.3. A set $ ofn line segments in the plane can be preprocessed in 0 (n 4/3+8) 
time, using 0 (n 4/3+8) space, into a data structure of size 0 (n 1 +8), so that all k connected 
components of ,A(S) that intersect a query segment can be reported in O(n 1/2+8 + k) 
time, for any fixed e > O. 

REMARK 5.4. Using the space/query-time tradeoff for simplex range searching and line 
intersection data structures [4], [7], we can obtain a space/query-time tradeoff for Theo- 
rem 5.3. In particular, for any n < N < n 2, S can be preprocessed into a data structure of 
size O (NI+~), so that all k connected components of A(S) that intersect a query segment 
can be reported in time O ( n l + ~ / ~  + k). The preprocessing time is O(n 4/3+~ + Nl+~). 

6. Intersect ion Queries  for S imple  Polygons.  Let 7 ~ = {P1, P2 . . . . .  Pm} be a set 
of simple polygons, and let s denote the set of n edges of these polygons. We wish to 
preprocess 7 ~ into a data structure so that all the polygons intersecting a query segment 
can be reported quickly. Again, we wish to return only the labels of polygons intersected 
by a query segment. By coloring the edges of Pi with color i, we reduce the problem to 
the colored segment intersection searching problem. 

Our basic data structure is the same as in the previous section; i.e., we construct a 
segment tree T on the segments of S, associate two subsets Su and Eu of segments with 
each node u of T, and preprocess each of them into a data structure for colored seg- 
ment intersection queries. The segments in S of the same color form a connected chain; 
therefore, if two connected components U ,  C j of Eu have the same color c, then there 
is a segment of color c that intersects the boundary of I ,  and a segment of U.  We can 
preprocess the segments of Cu as described in Section 5.2, but we do not have to find 
leaders at ancestors of u (this results in more efficient preprocessing than in the previous 
section). We preprocess long segments into a different data structure because, unlike the 
previous section, segments with different colors may intersect each other. 
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Fig. 5. (i) Partitioning of polygons into long and short segments; bold segments are long segments; (ii) TPZlu. 

6.1. Preprocessing Long Segments. We want to preprocess S, into a data structure so 
that the colors of segments intersected by a query segment y can be reported efficiently. 
(We assume that the segments of Su are clipped within Iu.) We now use the fact that the 
relative interiors of segments of the same color do not intersect except perhaps at their 
endpoints. Let S~ _c Su be the set of segments of color i. The segments of $/partit ion I ,  
into a set Tpziu of trapezoids, of whieh two are unbounded; see Figure 5. For the sake of 
convenience we add two edges, one at - ~  and another at + ~ ,  so that all the trapezoids 
in Tpzi, are bounded. We set the color of trapezoids in Tpzi, to i. A query segment ~ = 
V A I ,  intersects a segment of S / if and only if the endpoints of ~ lie in different trapezoids 
of TPZ i. Although we can determine whether the endpoints of ~ lie in different trapezoids 
of TPZi~ by a binary search, doing a binary search for each color separately will be very 
expensive, so we use a different approach. Set TPZ, = I,_Ji TpZiu �9 We construct a two- 
level data structure TA~, as described below, to report the trapezoids that contain the upper 
endpoint of ~ but not the lower endpoint. For every color i, there is only one trapezoid 
of Tpzi~ that contains the upper endpoint, so a color will be reported at most once. 

Let S~* be the set of points dual to the lines supporting the segments of Su. We prepro- 
cess S,* for double-wedge range queries; see [20]. This algorithm constructs a partition 
tree on S~; each node v of the tree stores a canonical subset S* v c $~. The points lying 
(or not lying) in a query double-wedge can be represented as the union of .~ 1/2+~ 0( , , ,  : pair- 
wise disjoint canonical subsets. Let Su~ be the set of segments corresponding to the points 
of Su*o, and set S/~ = S ~  N S/. For each segment e c S/~, pick up the edge in S / that lies 
immediately above e. Let E ~  denote the set of lines supporting the segments. Let E,~ = 
Ui Eiuv , and let ES~ denote the set of points dual to the lines supporting the segments of 
E,~. Let TPZ~ c TPZ, be the set of trapezoids whose top edges are in E~ .  We pre- 
process E*~ for double-wedge range queries, as described above, and store the resulting 
structure at v as the second-level structure of v. At each node w of the second-level struc- 
ture, we store the colors of the segments corresponding to the canonical subset stored at w. 
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A standard analysis for a partition tree implies that the size of TA~ is O(n. lognu), 
and that it can be constructed in time O (nu log n.).  The total time spent in preprocessing 
long segments over all nodes of T is thus O(nl+~). 

6.2. Answering a Query. Let ) / = ~ "  be a query segment. As in Section 5.3, we query 
TAu for all nodes u c Zrp Urrq with the segment )3 = y NI., and we query TCu, TDu, TE., 
for all nodes u 6 U(y),  with the line supporting ?'. Since the secondary data structures 
for short segments are the same as in the previous section, it suffices to describe how to 
report the colors of segments in S. that intersect ?), This can be done by reporting the 
trapezoids of TPZ~, that contain only the upper endpoint of 1). Let y* denote the double- 
wedge dual to ~. We query the first-level structure of TAu with y*. It computes a collection 

tt2+e of O (n u ) canonical subsets such that all points in a canonical subset lie in 7/* (which 
correspond to trapezoids whose bottom edges intersect ~). Let Su* ~ be a canonical subset 
of the query output. Let r be a trapezoid of TPZu~; r contains the upper endpoint of t' 
if ?/does not intersect the top edge of r.  Such trapezoids of TPZuv can be retrieved by 
querying the second-level structure of v with ),* and reporting the colors of segments 
corresponding to the points in S,*~ that do not lie in ~,*. Since each color is reported at most 
once, all k colors of segments in 8 ,  intersecting ~) can be reported in time O (n~ tz+~ + k). 

LEMMA 6.1. The above procedure reports all k colors of segments in Su intersecting 
a query segment in time 0 (n~/2+~ + k log n,).  

Thus, all k polygons of 79 intersecting a query segment can be reported m O (n 1/2, e _1._ 
k log 2 n) time; the query time can be improved to O(n 1/2+~ +k) as in Section 5.4. Hence, 
we have 

THEOREM 6.2. For any consIant e > O, a set T' of simple polygons with a total of n 
edges can be preprocessed in time O(nl+~) into a data structure of size O(n l+~) so that 
all k polygons intersecting a query segment can be reported in time 0 (n 112+~ + k). 

REMARK 6.3. (i) As in the previous section, a space/query-time tradeoffcan be obtained 
by using the standard techniques; see [4] and [7]. 

(ii) The above algorithm returns only those polygons whose boundaries intersect a 
query segment. If we also want to report the polygons whose interiors contain y, we 
triangulate each polygon and preprocess the set of resulting triangles in a data structure 
of size O(n log 2 n) for point location as described in [2]. We query this data structure 
with one of the endpoints of the query segment and return in time O(n 1/2+~ + k) all k 
polygons corresponding to triangles that contain the query point. 

7. Maintaining the Connected Components of Arbitrary Segments. Next we de- 
scribe a semidynamic data structure for maintaining the connected components in the 
arrangement of a set S of line segments in the plane. The data structure supports the 
following three operations: 

INSERT (y, 8): Insert a new segment y into S. 
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REPORT-COMPONENT (V, S): Report (the label of) all connected components in .4(S) 
that intersect y. 

SAME-COMPONENT (el, e2, 8): Given two segments et, e2 6 8, decide whether they 
lie in the same connected component of A(8) .  

We dynamize the static data structure described in Section 5, using the ideas of 
Section 4 and a number of new ideas. As stated in the introduction, one of the main 
features of the semidynamic data structure is the "lazy" INSERT operation--a part of 
work by the insert procedure is postponed for subsequent query procedures without 
sacrificing the correctness of the query output. Consequently, a specific query may be 
very expensive, but we show that the amortized query time (over a sequence of INSERT 
and REPORT-COMPONENT operations) is close to its static counterpart. We analyze the 
amortized update and query time using the so:called accounting method, see [9] and 
[30]. For our application it means that when we insert a new segment y into S, certain 
units of credits are charged to the insertion procedure and these credits are deposited at y 
for later use. Part of the actual cost of subsequent operations will be paid by these credits. 
I fx  units of the cost of an operation is paid by the credits deposited at a segment )/, then 
the number of credits of V reduces by x. The number of credits deposited at each segment 
must always be nonnegative. Suppose that the actual cost of inserting a segment y is a, 
that x units of the actual cost is paid by credits assigned to other segments, and that y 
credits are assigned to y, then the amortized cost of inserting V is a - x + y. Similarly, if 
the actual cost of a query procedure is a and x units of the actual cost are paid by credits 
assigned to other segments, then the amortized cost of the query procedure is a - x. 

This section is organized as follows. We first describe the overall tree structure T and 
its adaptation for the maintenance of the connected components of S. Then we describe 
the secondary structures and the insertion and query procedures for long segments. To 
describe the secondary structures for short segments, we first present a solution to a 
special case of a query problem related to connected component searching, in which the 
query object is a line. We use a variant of this structure to store short segments. The time 
complexity of update and query procedures is analyzed in Section 7.4. 

7.1. The Global Data Structure. The structure for maintaining the connected compo- 
nents of a set S of line segments is basically the same as in Section 5. The main tree T is 
a segment tree on the x-projections of the segments of S. Every node u ~ T stores five 
secondary structures TAu, TBu, TCu, TDu, and TEu. As in Section 5, TA~ and TBu store 
the subset of segments that are long at u, and the other three structures store the set of 
segments that are short at u. One difference is that we replace T and the five secondary 
structures with dynamic versions of these trees. For the main tree T, we maintain a 
dynamic segment tree on the segments in S, as described on pp. 212-221 of [21]. As 
before, for a node u c T, we denote the strip associated with u by I , ,  the left boundary 
of I ,  by L~, the right boundary of Ix by R,, the subset of short segments by gu, and the 
set of segments long at u but short at the parent of u by S,.  All the segments in S~ and 
S, are clipped within the vertical strip I, .  

As in the data structure for maintaining the connected components of orthogonal 
segments, described in Section 4, we use a union-find data structure UF(S) on S to 
maintain the colors of segments in S. We refer to the standard union and find operations 
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as COLOR-UNION and COLOR-FIND. COLOR-UNION requires O (log n) amortized time 
and COLOR-FIND requires O(1)time. In what follows, by the statement "report the color 
of a segment el," we mean that we perform COLOR-FIND (el). 

The secondary structures for the long and short segments are described in Sec- 
tions 7.2.1, 7.3.3, and 7.3.4~ 

7.1.1. The Global Query. Let y = ~ be a query segment, and let 7 be its xy- 
projection. Let zrp (resp. zrq) be the path in T from the root to the leaf z such that p ~ I z 
(resp. q e / z ) ,  and let U(~') be the set of nodes u such that ~7 is long at u but not at the 
parent of u. We query TA~, at nodes u 6 rCp U Zrq with the segment ~ = y r I~, and we 
query TC~, TDu, and TE, at nodes u 6 U(~,) with the line s containing y. The queries in 
the secondary structures for the long and short segments are described in Sections 7.2.3 
and 7.3.6, respectively. 

7.1.2. The Global Insertion. To add a new segment y to S, we first have to determine 
the connected components of .4(S) that y intersects. This is precisely the REPORT- 
COMPONENT query. These components, along with y, now become a single connected 
component of A ( S  U {7/}). If  cl . . . . .  ck is the set of colors returned by the query, we 
perform COLOR-UNION (ci, ci) for all 2 < i < k. 

The actual insertion of y = ~ -  into T is performed as described on pp. 212-221 of 
[21]. This algorithm also finds the sets of nodes Zrp, rcq, and U(~,) as defined for the 
query in the previous section. For every node u 6 U(y) ,  the segment ~ = y A lu is 
inserted into TAu and TBu as described in Section 7.2.2. F0r every node u E rCp U zrq, the 
segment ~ is inserted into one of the structures for short segments TCu, TD~, or TE~, as 
described in Section 7.3.5. 

7.2. The Long Segments. In this subsection we first describe how TA, and TBu store 
Su, and then explain the insertion and query procedures Ibr these structures. 

7.2.1. The Long Segment Structure. We define ~u,  the set of representatives of Su, as 
in Section 5- - for  each connected component of A(Su), choose an arbitrary segment. 
The segments of ~u are pairwise disjoint, and their endpoints lie on the boundary of Iv, 
so they can be ordered by their heights. We construct a balanced binary tree TAu on ~u;  
the leaves of TAu store the segments of 7~u, from left to right, in an increasing order of 
their heights. For each node v 6 TA,, let ~ , ~  be the set of segments stored in the subtree 
rooted at v. Recall that in Section 5 we stored TAP~v, the set of colors of segments in 
7~u~,, at v. Since the colors of segments in S~ will now change dynamically, the list TAPu~, 
now stores (at least) one representative of each color in the set T~,,~, (i.e., for each color 
present in ~u,~, we pick an arbitrary segment of that color and add it to TAPu~). The 
colors of these segments are obtained using UF(8). As new segments are inserted, some 
of the connected components of .A(S) wilt merge into a single component, and some 
of the segments of S that had different colors earlier will be assigned the same color. 
As we see below, we do not update the list TAP~ as soon as the color of a segment 
in T ~  changes, so there may be more than one representative in TAP,~ Of one color. 
We do, however, periodically update TAPuo to keep the amortized query time low; see 
-below for details. Suppose a leaf z of TA, stores the representative r~. We store at z a 
dynamic data structure TAQ(Si~) for answering segment intersection-detection queries 
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�9 (that is, whether a query segment intersects any segment of S/),  see [4]. The query and 
. ~  1/2+e. update time for rAQ(S~) are urns,  ) and O(n~ul), respectively, where n.i = I$ i I. 

Let .3* be the set of points dual to the lines supporting the segments of Su. We 
preprocess $* into a dynamic data structure TB. for determining whether S* C) W = 0 
for a query double-wedge W; see [4] and [201, If W A $~ r 0, the structure returns a 
segment corresponding to one of the points in $* N W as a witness; we refer to this query 
procedure as EMPTY-DOUBLE-WEDGE (Su, W*), where W* is the segment dual to W. The 
query time is O(n~/2+~) and the update time is O(n~). This structure is used to find the 
new leaders of short segments stored in the subtree rooted at a node u of the main tree T. 

7.2.2. The Long Segment Insertion. Let ~, = ~ be a segment such that p c L .  and 
q ~ Ru. We insert y into TAu and TB. as follows. We first show that a representative 
segment can be inserted into or deleted from TA. efficiently. Using these procedures as 
subroutines, we describe how to insert y into TA., TB~. 

Suppose we want to insert a segment r~ that does not intersect any segment of ~ . .  
i Let v be the node of TAu We find the. segment r, J of 7~u lying immediately, below G. 

i at z. For each node v on storing r J. We create a new leaf z to the right of r~, and store r .  
the path from the root of TAu to z, we insert r / into TAPuv, in O(1) time. A segment is 
deleted from TA. in the same way except that the lists TAPuv are not updated. 

The actual insertion of g is as follows: 

(i) We add the point dual to the line containing y to the segment intersection-detection 
structure TBu. 

(ii) We search TA. with the endpoints of y and find the set 7~(g) _c 7~. of all represen- 
tatives that intersect y. Let yb be the segment of T4. lying immediately below the 
lower endpoint of y. If)/intersects S b, we add yb to 7~(y), Next, we repeat the same 
procedure for the representative lying immediately above the upper endpoint of y. 

(iii) We delete all segments of 7~(y) from TA~, but do not update the lists Z4P~,. Next, 
we insert y into TAu. 

(iv) Let S~ +l . . . . .  S~ be the connected components of $ .  whose representatives belong 
to ~ ( y ) .  We merge the TAQ-structures for $/  = {?'}, S/+l . . . . .  S~ by repeatedly 
inserting the segments of a smaller structure into a larger structure; see Algorithm 1 
for the details, We store the resulting structure at the leaf of TAM that stores t'. 

7.2.3. The Query in Long Segments. We query TA, with 1) = g ~ I ,  as described 
in Section 5.3, with one addltion. Suppose v is a highest node in TA~, such that all 
representatives in ~ ,~  intersect )). We traverse the list TAPuv, report the colors of TAPuv, 
and remove duplications from TAP,~,. In more detail, for each segment e c TAPuv, we 
find the color X (e) of e, and if X (e) has not yet been reported, report X (e) and mark it 
"reported." If X (e) has already been reported (i.e., it is marked "reported"), we remove e 
from TAP,~. After traversing TAP,~ thi s way, it is traversed a second time to unmark all 
marked colors. It is easily seen that the list TAP~v can be updated in time linear in its size. 

7.3, The Short Segments. In this subsection we describe the dynamic versions of the 
structures TC., TDu, and TE. for storing the short segments Eu at a node u 6 T. We also 
present the insertion and query algorithms. Recall that, in Section 5, we conaputed the con- 
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Input: S ~ , . . . ,  S ,  J, a set of  groups. 

Actions: The structures TAQ( S i) . . . . .  TAQ( S j) are 
merged into one TAQ-structure. 

F = S / ;  
forh  = i + 1 to j do 

if IS.hi _> I r l  then swap (F, S.h); 
for each e e S. h do 

p = point dual to the line supporting e; 
Add p to TAQ(F); 

end-for 
end-for 

Algorithm 1. MERGE TAQ-STRUCTURE. 

nected components E, 1 . . . . .  C, t of A(g , ) .  Each connected component was assigned to one 
of three sets 5 rL, ~-n, and Uff .  In the dynamic version of our structure, we maintain a par- 
tition E2 . . . . .  C, t Of Cu such that, for each i, A ( U )  is a connected planar graph. However, 
unlike the static data structure, ~4(U) is not necessarily a maximal connected component 
of A(s (i.e., s  s may intersect). We call each s a group of s  The groups of s  
are partitioned into three subsets .T "c, n M 5r~, and 5r~ , as before. Each group stored in y c  
and F .  R satisfies the same condition as in Section 5,2. If  a group s belongs to F L, then 
either there is a segment ei E Eiu that intersects the left boundary L .  of  I . ,  or E / does not 
intersect the right boundary of I . ,  and there is a segment e r ~ / tha t  intersects L .  as well 
as C / . The segment ei (q I. is called the leader of C / and is denoted by )~ (U) .  If  ei ~( ~/, we 
add a clipped copy of ei to  Eu / . Similarly, every group in 5t'ff intersects the right boundary 
of I . ;  the leaders of  groups in .Tu R are defined in a similar manner. However, unlike the 
static case, some of the groups of S. satisfying these conditions may be in 5 t'ff, because 
when we insert a new segment F into S, it may intersect the left or right boundary of Iu and 

M also a group in 5t-~ . It will be too expensive to detect all such groups E / o f f .  M and to move 
them to UL or ~'ff. Instead, E~ will be moved when U ,  or another group C~ J that intersects 
U ,  is returned by the query procedure. What we gain by postponing the move of U is that 
during a query procedure we can detect whether C~ intersects the boundary of I~ without 
increasing the asymptotic time complexity of the query procedure, whereas it will be very 
expensive to detect such groups by the insertion procedure, even if no group is moved. The 

M groups of 5t-~ have the following crucial property (already observed in Section 5.2): If  two 
groups g~ and C~ have the same color, then either they lie in the same connected compo- 
nent of  A(g . )  or the connected components containing them intersect the boundary of I . .  

We first describe a data structure for a related problem, a variant of  which is used in 
the structures TC., TD., and TE.. 

7.3.1. Line Intersection Searching: Let E be a set of  n line segments in the plane, and 
let g ~ . . . . .  C m be a partition of g into m groups. We develop a data structure T(C)  for 
g that supports the following four operations: 

GROUP-REPORT (Q: Let s be a line such that, for any i _< m, e intersects CH(U) if 
and only if it intersects U .  Report all groups of E that intersect ~. More precisely, 
for each group ~i intersected by ~, return one of the segments of  U .  
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GROUP-INSERT (G~ Given a set of segments g~ create a new group gm+l = Go. 
GROUP-MERGE (i, j):  Merge gi, gj into a single group U;  the new group is called gi. 
GROUP-FIND (e): Return i if e c gi. 

T (g) consists of the following three structures: 

Semidynamic convex hull structure: For each i, we maintain the convex hull of gi 
using the algorithm of Preparata [25]. A new segment can be inserted in O (log n) 
time. Let E i denote the edges of CH(gi). For each segment g ~ E i , store some 

m segment of gi with g and denote it by ~p(g). Let E = U i = I  El. 
Dynamic partition tree: Using the algorithm of Agarwal and Sharir [4], we maintain 

the edges of E into a two-level dynamic partition tree qJ(E) that can report all 
segments of E intersected by a query line. Moreover, a segment can be inserted 
into, or deleted from, qJ(E) in time O(n~), and all k segments of E intersected by 
a query line can be reported in time O (n 1/2+~ + k). The size of the data structure 
is O(n log n). 

Union-find structure: We maintain a union-find structure UF(g) on the segments of g 
that merges two sets in logarithmic (amortized) time and finds the set containing 
a segment in O (1) time. 

We now describe how to perform the four operations on g. The GROUP-FIND oper- 
ation is simply the standard FIND operation and takes constant time. The maintenance 
of UF(g) under GROUP-INSERT and GROUP-MERGE is also standard, the latter being the 
UNION operation. It follows from [4] that GROUP-INSERT (g~ requires only O ([g~ 
time. Next, let g be a query line that intersects cH(gi),  for any i _< m, if and only if it 
intersects g i  We query qJ(E) with g and determine all segments of E intersected by s 
For each segment g 6 E of the query output, we report q) (g). Since at most two segments 
of each group are reported, the total time spent in reporting k groups is O (n 1/2+~ + k). 

Finally, suppose we want to merge gi, g j .  Without loss of generality, assume that 
]U[ _< IgJ I. We insert all segments of gi into the convex hull structure of gJ one by one. 
Let gl . . . . .  gt be the edges of CH(g j) not in CH(S i U g J), and let h I . . . . .  hr, r < 4IU h 
be the new edges of C H ( E  i I..J g J).  We delete El, . . . ,  gt from qJ (E) and insert h l . . . . .  hr 
into qJ(E). The total time spent is O((t + r)n~). 

LEMMA 7.1. Let g be a set ofn segments in the plane, and let s . . . . .  s be a partition 
of g. Then s can be stored in a data structure of size 0 (n log n), so that GROUP-MERGE 
operations can be performed in O(n ~) amortized time, a set s176 can be inserted in 
O([s176 time, GROUP-REPORT can be performed in O(n 1/2+e + k) time (where k is 
the output size) and GROUP-FIND can be performed in constant time. 

PROOF. The size and the query time of the data structure follow from the above discus- 
sion, so it remains to bound the insert and merge time. Suppose we perform a sequence 
of insert and merge operations. Let h be the total number of segments inserted by the 
GROUP-INSERT procedure into s Each segment is deleted from E (and therefore from 
qJ(E)) only once, so we can charge the time O(n ~) spent in deleting it from qJ(E) to its 
insertion in qs (E). Moreover, the insertion of a segment into s (either by GROUP-INSERT 
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or by GROUP-MERGE) introduces at most four new edges in E. Assuming that a segment is 
inserted d times, we can pay for all updates in �9 (E) if we assign 8. c.d.n ~ units of credit to 
each new segment e added by the INSERT procedure; here c is the constant of proportion- 
ality in the update time of �9 (E). Hence it suffices to bound the vatue of d. Suppose e 6 C ~ 
just before GROUP-MERGE (i, j )  and e is inserted into gJ during the merge operation. 
Then IgJl _ Igi[ or [gi] + [g J[ > 2lg i [, therefore, every time is inserted by the merge op- 
eration, the size of the set containing at least doublesl This implies that e will be inserted 
into convex hull data structures at most log(n + h) times, i.e., d < log(n + h). Hence, 
the amortized cost of an insert operation is O(n ~) + 8c log(n + h)n ~ = O(n~'), where 
e' is another but arbitrarily small positive constant. This completes the proof of  the 
lemma. [] 

7.3.2. A Dynamic Structure.for TCP~v and TDPuv. We use the data structure of Sec- 
tion 7.3.1 to dynamize the structures TCP~v and TDP~, third-level structures stored at 
each node of TG, and TD~ (see Section 5.2). We only describe TCPu~ below; TDP~v is 
completely analogous. TCP~ stores a set of segments,/3uv, and a partition B~v . . . . .  /3s~ 
of/3,~ into groups./3~o and its partition have the following properties: 

(i) Every segment ei of/3uv has a color, which can be retrieved by COLOR-FIND (el) in 
the structure UF(S) of Section 7.1. 

(ii) If two segments e i and ej are in the same group, then they have the same color (but 
the segments of two different groups may have the same color). 

TCP~, supports the following operations: 

COLOR-REPORT (TCPuv, ~): Let s be a line that intersects CH(/3g,~) if and only if it 
intersects B/~. Report all colors of segments intersecting e. 

GROUP-INSERT (TCPuv,/3~ Create a new group/'4 S+I = / 3  ~ - - U  U 

TCPuo is basically T(/3,v), described in Section 7.3.1; therefore, TCPuv supports the 
GROUP-REPORT, GROUP-INSERT, GROUP-MERGE, and GROUP-FIND operations. 

COLOR-REPORT (TCPuv, s works in four steps. The first step is a call to GROUP- 
REPORT (e)  as  described above; it returns a set of segments eh~ . . . . .  eh2, such that 
there are at most two segments of any group. The second step identifies the groups 
/3td~, , Bl~�89 that contain these segments by GROUP-FIND. The third step identifies the 
colors of eh~ . . . . .  eh~ using COLOR-FIND, and determines which groups of/31d~ . . . . .  /3tu�89 
have the same color. Finally, in the fourth step, if two groups/3/0,/3{v have the same 
color, we merge them by calling GROUP-MERGE (i, j).  

7.3.3. The Short Segment Structures TC, and TD,. This section describes the dy- 
namic counterparts of the structure TCu described in Section 5.2. The structure TDu is 
completely analogous and is not described. 

We describe how to preprocess 5 rL, the set of groups that have a connection to the 
left boundary line Lu. Let s . . . . .  Cu t be the groups in 5 rL, and let p) be the left endpoint 
of the leader MS j)  of C j . Without loss of generality assume that pl . . . . .  pt are ordered 
from bottom to top. We define the weight of p j, w (p j), for 1 < j < t, to be the number of 
segments in gJ. We construct a weighted balanced binary, search tree TC~ on pl . . . . .  P~- 
We define .TL~ to be the set of connected components s such that pj is stored in a leaf 
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of the subtree rooted at v. Let 

We maintain a partition/3~ . . . . .  Bs~ of/3uo at v; all segments within each B/v have 
the same color. Initially, the colors of all groups are distinct, but as the new segments 
are inserted into S, two different subsets may get the same color. The query procedure 
periodically merges some of the subsets/3/v of the same color. We maintain Bu~ in a 
structure TCPu~ using the data structure described in Section 7.3.2. 

Furthermore, we store a dynamic segment intersection-searChing structure l-I(SrL) 
along with TCu. This structure allows three operations: 

SEG-INSERT (l-I (f'L), ?,): Inserts a segment y into rI (srL). 
SEG-DELETE (rI (r Y): Deletes a segment g from I-I (st-L). 
SEG-DETECT (g, f-L): Detects whether y intersects any segment of U f L .  if so, then 

it also returns one of the segments intersected by y. 

Such a data structure is given by Agarwal and Sharir [4]. The SEG-INSERT and SEG- 
DELETE require O (n~) amortized time, and the SEG-DETECT requires .~ 1/2+e~ O ( , ,  / time. 
The size of l'I(f" L) is O(n~ log 3 n~). 

7.3.4. The Short Segment Structure TE~. Let E, 1 . . . . .  C t be the groups of 5c~ (again, 
with a slight abuse of notation). We use the data structure of Section 7.3.1 to obtain a 
dynamic structure TEu, which replaces the static version described in Section 5.2. The 
groups in ~-ff have the following properties (recall that groups are also connected by 
definition): 

(i) Every segment ei of Ej has a color, which can be retrieved by COLOR-FIND (el). 
(ii) If two segments ei and ej are in the same group, then they have the same color. 

(iii) If two groups g/, S~ have the same color, then either they are in the same connected 
component of el(Cu) (and they may be merged), or the connected component of 
el(S) that contains both of them intersects the boundary of I,. 

TEu supports the following three operations: 

COLOR-REPORT (TEu, s Let s be a line such that s intersects CH(U) if and only if 
it intersects E~. Report all colors of segments intersecting s 

GROUP-INSERT (TEu, E~ Create a new group E m+l = E ~ 
GROUP-REMOVE (TE~, C~): Remove the group U from 5rff. 

TE~ is composed of two data structures: T (~'ff) and a dynamic segment intersection- 
searching structure 1-I(~rff) similar to the one described in the previous subsection. 
The size of lq (Serf) is O(n, log 3 nu), the update time is O(n~,), and the query time is 
0(nl/2+~). 

The GROUP-INSERT procedure is basically the same as GROUP-INSERT for TCP~ (see 
Section 7.3.2), with the extension that the new segments are also inserted into FI (Serf). 
COLOR-REPORT (TE~, s is performed in four steps; the first three steps are the same 
as those for COLOR-REPORT (TCP, v, s of Section 7.3.2. Let U and C, J be two groups 
of the query output that have the same color. The fourth step tests whether E / and 
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g,J belong to the same connected component of 5r~, using a procedure GROUPS-IN- 
SAME-COMPONENT (i, j ) .  If they belong to the same component, they are merged by 
GROUP-MERGE (i, j )  as described in Section 7.3.1. Otherwise, the smaller of the two 
groups is removed from U ~  by calling the GROUP-REMOVE procedure. 

The GROUPS-IN-SAME-COMPONENT (i, j )  procedure works as follows. Suppose IS / ] < 
Ig~l. For each segment e e g/, we test whether e intersects any segment of (U 5c~) - U.  
If there is no such segment, we return "false," i.e., s  s lie in different components 
of .A(g,). Next, suppose that there is a segment e e g/ that intersects some segment 
g ~ (U 5c~) - s If g e g J, then we merge g~ and gJ into a single group and re- 
turn "true." If g belongs to some other component g~, then we merge g~ and gh, using 
GROUP-MERGE (i, h), and determine whether gu / U g) and g~ lie in the same component 
of .A(gu). How we perform the last step depends on Is I, If [s > Is I, then we start 
from scratch. Otherwise, for those segments of g / U  g) that we have not tested so far, 
we determine whether they intersect any segment of (U st'if) - ( g / u  s and repeat 
the same procedure. Intuitively, this procedure merges g~, g~ into a single group if they 
belong to the same connected component of .A(gu), and in this process some other (but 
not necessarily all) groups that belong to the same component are also merged with U.  
If g / and  gJ do not lie in the same connected component of A(g~), then one or both of g/ 
and g~ may be merged with other groups. See Algorithm 2 for a complete description. 

7.3.5. The Short Segment Insertion. Inserting a short segment is fairly simple. TC~, 
TDu, and TE~ are updated only partially, and the remainder of the work is left to be 
carried out by subsequent REPORT-COMPONENT queries. 

Let y = ~ be a segment that we want to add to E,. Assume that y is clipped within 
I , .  We create a new set s = {V}. If V does not intersect the boundary of Iu, we add 
s to 5cff (i.e., insert s into TE, by calling GROUP-INSERT (TE,, s as described 
in Section 7.3.4). 

If ~, intersects the left boundary of I , ,  we add s to 5c~. Let Pt+l be the left end- 
point of g. We set the weight of pt+l to be 1, and add Pt+l to TC,. Let z be the leaf of 
TC, that stores pt+~. For each node v on the path from the root to z, we call GROUP- 
INSERT (TCP, v, {?/})--it creates a new set B t+l = {y}, as described in Section 7.3.2. If 

- - U  1) 

V intersects the right boundary of Iu, we insert g into TD, in an analogous manner. 

7.3.6. The Query in Short Segments. We have now come to the description of the 
REPORT-COMPONENT procedure for short segments. Since a lot of work of the INSERT 
operation is postponed for later, the query algorithm is fairly involved. The main feature 
of the procedure is the following. Whenever a color at some node of the secondary struc- 
ture is reported more than twice it either removes duplications or merges some groups 
to form larger groups. 

Let s be the line supporting the query segment, and let cr be the intersection point of 
s and the left boundary of I, .  As in Section 5.3, we search TCu with c~ and find the leaf 
z that stores the highest point lying below a.  For each node v that is a descendant of a 
node on the path from the root to z, we query the data structure TCP, v constructed on 
B,~. Since c~ either lies below the intersection point of Lv with the leaders of all groups 
stored in the subtree rooted at v, or it lies above all of them, s intersects a group/3~ 
if and only if it intersects CH(]~iuv). We can therefore use COLOR-REPORT (TCP~,, ~) 
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Input: s s two groups in ~ar of  the same color; IQI _< I~I. 
Output: true if U ,  EJ are in the same component of  .A(Cu),false otherwise. 

Q = 0 (* Initialize a stack*) 
for all e ~ E,~ do 

SEG-DELETE (FI(.T'M), e), push (e, Q) 
end-for 
while not empty  (Q) do 

e = pop (O), x = SEG-DETECT (1-I (Srff), e) 
if an x is returned then 

h = GROUP-FIND (x, Uf f )  
if h = j then 

for all e 6 g~ do 
SEG-INSERT (Fl (5-M), e) 

end-for 
GROUP-MERGE (i, j )  
return true 

end-if 
if [E~[ > [~i[ then 

for all e E El, do 
SE~-INSERa" (l'I (Y'.~), e) 

end-for 
GROUP-MERGE (i, h) 
return GROUPS-IN-SAME-COMPONENT (i, j )  

end-if 
for all e 6 E. h do 

SEG-DELETE (F[(~',;~t), e), push (e, Q) 
end-for 
GROUP-MERGE (i, h) 

end-if 
end-while 
return false 

Algorithm 2. GROUPS-IN-SAME-COMPONENT (i,  j). 
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to report the colors of  segments in/5.,, that intersect s Next, we search TD. with the 
intersection point of  g and the right boundary of I . ;  and repeat the same procedure. 

After having searched TC. and TD., we search 5r~ r with ~. We search TE. using 
COLOR-REPORT (TE., ~) as described in Section 7.3.4. If  we find two groups C/, C~ 
of the same color, we first check whether they are in the same component of  A(s 
using the GROUPS-IN-SAME-COMPONENT procedure, ff  they do not belong to the same 
component, then one of them is removed from 5r,, g and added to ~ L  or 5rff, depending on 
whether they have a connection to the left boundary of I .  or to the right boundary of  Iu. 
s  moved to U f  or 5rff as follows. We first test whether any segment of  s  
L . .  I f  we find such a segment e, then we set ~.(E[,) = e and insert E / into TC. using 
the procedure MOVE-TO-TC, described below. I f  no such segment is found, we repeat 
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Input: A group 8 / former ly  in uM. 
Output: A leader of  s  connects it to L. .  

Q = O  
for all e ~ s  

push (e, Q) 
end for 
while not empty (Q) do 

e = pop (Q), z = u 
while z -r N U L L  do 

g = EMPTY-DOUBLE-WEDGE (TBz, e) 
if a g is found then 

~ = g n  l.,)~(gi) = ~ 

E / = c / u 

return 
else z = parent (z) 

end-if 
end-while 

end-while 

Algorithm 3. FIND-LEADER. 

the same procedure for R..  If  g / d o e s  not intersect R. either, then we can conclude that 
there is a segment g c Sw for some ancestor w of  u that intersects both g / a n d  L. .  For 
all ancestors w of u including u itself, we query TBw with all segments of  g/,  using the 
procedure EMPTY-DOUBLE-WEDGE (see Section 7.2.1), until g is found; see Algorithm 3 
for details. We set )~(g/) = g N I . ,  insert g N I.  into rI (5c.c), and call MOVE-TO-TC. 

Finally, g~ is inserted into TC. as follows (the Movg-To-TC-procedure). Let p = 
)~(g/) N L . ;  the weight of  p is the number of segments in U .  We first insert p into 
TC.. (Recall that the leaves of TC. store the intersection points of the leaders with L .  
in increasing order of their y-coordinates.) Let z be the leaf of  TC. storing p. We insert 
g.~ into TCP.v at all ancestors of  z in TC.; see Algorithm 4 for details. 

The insertion of  g~ into TD. is completely analogous. 

Input: A group g / fo rmer ly  in 5 cM (before it had a leader). 
Actions: Insert g / i n t o  TC.. 

p = 7.(s N L .  
INSERT (p, TC.) 
z = leaf of  TC. storing p 
while z ~ NULL do 

GROUP-INSERT ( TC P , z , C/) 
z = parent (z) 

end-while 

Algorithm 4. MOVE-TO-T C. 
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Table 1. Credits assigned to 
various copies of a segment. 

Structures Credits 

TAPuv Cl 
TAQ(Slu) c2n ~ logn 
TCPuv c3n e log n 
TDPuv c3 ne log n 
TE. c4n I/2+e log n 

7.4. The Analysis. As mentioned earlier, we use the accounting method to bound the 
amortized update and query time. We assign 

(2) C(e) = cn j/2+~ log 3 n 

credits to each segment e when it is inserted into ,3, where c is a sufficiently large positive 
constant. To simplify the analysis, we distribute these credits among various copies of the 
segments stored in different secondary structures, as explained in Table 1 (the constants 
cl . . . . .  c4 are chosen sufficiently large). 

LEMMA 7.2. The insertion of a segment e into T, excluding the time spent by the 
REPORT-COMPONENT procedure, requires 0 (n 1/2+e log3 n) amortized time. 

PROOE By the accounting method, the amortized insertion time is the actual insertion 
time, plus the number of credits left behind, minus the work paid for by credits. 

It is not difficult tO see that the actual insertion time for all insertion procedures in TB, 
TCP, TDP, and TE structures is O(n ~ log 2 n). Furthermore, the insertion time in all TA 
structures is O (n ~ log n) plus the time spent in merging TAQ structures. We charge the 
latter quantity to the credits of the segments in the TAQ structures themselves. Whenever 
two TAQ structures are merged, the segments of the smaller one are inserted into the 
structure of the larger one. Hence, any segment in a TAQstructure is inserted into another 
one at most log 2 n times. Each insertion requires O (n ~) time, so the total charge to any 
segment is O (n ~ log n). Since each segment in a TAQ structure was assigned C2 ne log n 
credits when it was inserted for the first time, each segment has enough credits to pay for 
all insertions into other TAQ structures, provided that c2 is at least as large as the constant 
hidden in the O(n ~) insertion time. Finally, C(e) = O ( n  1/2+e log 3 n), so the amortized 
time spent in inserting a segment into the secondary structures is O (n 1/2+~ log3 n). 

If the secondary structures stored at each node of a dynamic binary search tree can 
be updated in time t (n), then the amortized update time of the overall data structure is 
)-~l~ O (t (2i)); see, e.g., [21]. Putting everything together and omitting the straightfor- 
ward details, we conclude that the amortized insertion time, excluding the time spent by 
the REPORT-COMPONENT procedure, is O (n 1/2+e log3 n). [] 

We prove the amortized bound for REPORT-COMPONENT with the help of three lemmas 
that bound the amortized query time of the three secondary structures. 
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LEMMA 7.3. The amortized time for reporting the colors in a list TAP.v is 0 (k ), where 
k is the number of different colors reported. 

PROOF. Suppose that the list TAPuv contains K segments of k distinct colors. Then 
the actual time taken by the query is O(K),  as the total time spent in processing each 
segment of TAP, v is O (1). Recall that we have given c~ credits to each segment in TAPuo 
when it was inserted. If  a segment e is deleted, then the credits assigned to e pay for 
the cost of processing e. Since e is deleted only once from TAP, u, it will not be charged 
again. If Cl is chosen larger than the constant in the big- O of O (K), then e has sufficient 
credits to pay for the cost charged to it. Hence, the amortized cost is O (k). [] 

LEMMA 7.4. TheamortizedtimeforCOLOR-REPORT(TCPuv, s is O(nm+~ +k),where 
k is the number ofd~fferent colors reported. 

PROOE The actual time for the first three steps of COLOR-REPORT is O(n 1/2+e + K), 
where K is the number of groups reported. Let k be the number of different colors 
that are found. Then the fourth step of COLOR-REPORT performs K - k GROUP-MERGE 
operations. We charge O(K - k) plus the cost of GROUP-MERGE operations to various 
segments, as described below, in such a way that each segment of Bur has enough credits 
to pay for the cost charged to it. Therefore, the amortized cost of COLOR-REPORT is 
O (n m+~ + k). 

By Lemma 7.1, the cost of all GROUP-MERGE operations can be paid by charging 
O (n ~ log n) to each segment of B,~. Next, we charge O ( K -  k) to segments of/3u~ as fol- 
lows. Recall that a new group of/3,~ is created either when a new segment is inserted into 
Bur or when a group is moved from 5 cfl to 5 eL. For a group B~, v, let Iz(13iv) denote one of 
the segments belonging to Biv when it was created. (If/3/~ was created by inserting a new 
segmen t e, then #(B~,v) = e, and ifBi~ was created by moving a group g / f rom 5 eft, then 
/z(B~,~) is a segment of g/.) If  COLOR-REPORT merges two groups B~,/3,J~ and the new 
group is called BJ~, then we charge | (1) cost to # (Bi~). Since/3~,~ ceases to exist after the 
merge,/z(/3/~,) will not be charged again. Moreover, if COLOR-REPORT reports K groups 
ofk different colors, then K -  k groups are merged, so the total cost charged is |  k). 

The total cost charged to each segment of B,v is thus O (n ~ log n )+  O (1) = O (n ~ log n). 
If the constant c3 in Table 1 is sufficiently large, then the credits assigned to each segment 
can pay for the cost charged to it. [] 

LEMMA 7.5.  The amortized time for COLOR-REPORT (TE,,, s is 0 (n 1/2+e + k), where 
k is the number of different colors reported. 

PROOF. The actual time spent in reporting K groups of k different colors intersected by 
s is O (n 1/2+e + K) plus the time spent in the fourth step of the COLOR-REPORT procedure. 
We show below that we can charge O (K - k) and the time spent in the fourth step of the 
COLOR-REPORT tO various segments of U 5cM in such a way that the credits assigned 
to each segment are sufficient to pay the cost charged to it, so the amortized cost of the 
procedure is O (n 1/2+~. + k). 
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First, as in the previous lemma, we can charge O ( K  - k) to various segments of 
U )rff in such a way that the total cost charged to each segment is only @ (1), so we only 
have to describe how to charge the time spent in the fourth step of the COLOR-REPORT 
procedure. Consider the GROUPS-IN-SAME-COMPONENT procedure. Observe that every 
segment e that is pushed on the stack Q will either be moved to 5 ~  or )t-if, or it will 
end up in a group of 5rff whose size is at least twice the size of the group that contained 
e earlier. Therefore, e is pushed onto Q at most log n times. By Lemma 7.1, the cost 
of GROUP-MERGE operations can be paid by charging O (n ~ log n) to each segment of 
U 5vff , For each segment e in Q, we spent O(n 1/2+~) in SEG-DETECT, O(n ~) time in 
SEG-DELETE, O (n e) time in SEG-INSERT, and another O (1) time in other procedures. 
Hence, by charging O(n t/2+~ logn) to each segment, we can cover the cost of all calls 
to the GROUPS-IN-SAME-COMPONENT procedure. 

If a group s  moved from 5t-ff to 5t'~, we spend O(1s 1/2+~ log n) time in finding 
the leader o f s  / (see FIND-LEADER procedure) and O (n ~ log n) time to create the new leaf 
z of TCu that stores s Moreover, s is also inserted into TCPuv at all ancestors v ofz. By 
Lemma 7.1, the amortized running time of inserting s  v is O (1s �9 n~). We also assign 
c3n e log n credits to each segment of e c s stored at v, in order to fulfill the invariant that 
any segment inserted into TCPu~ has c3n E log n credits. Thus, the cost of moving s  
5rff to 5t'~ can be paid by charging O (n i/2+~ log n) to each segment of s The same holds 
if s  moved to St'ft. Clearly, any group of 5vff is transferred to 5el or 5rff only once, 
thus this charge occurs once. If c4 is chosen sufficiently large, then the credits assigned to 
each segment of U f f f  are sufficient to pay for the cost incurred in merging the groups 
of Uff and in moving the groups of 5t-ff to ~ or f f f .  This completes the proof of the 
lemma, [] 

By adding up the amortized query time at all secondary structures and by observing 
that a REPORT-COMPONENT query does not hand out credits, the previous lemmas lead 
to the following claim: 

LEMMA 7.6. Let S be a set o f  n segments in the plane. S can be stored into a data 
structure o f  size O(n log5 n), so that a new segment can be inserted in time 0(nl/2+~), 
the k connected components of  .A(,S) intersecting a new segment can be reported in 
time O(n 1/2+~ + k log 2 n), and constant time suffices to determine whether two query 
segments o f  S belong to the same component. 

PROOF. The bound on the amortized running time of the REPORT-COMPONENT follows 
from the previous three lemmas. Next, we obtain the time spent in inserting a segment 
e. By Lemma 7.2, the amortized time spent by the INSERT procedure, excluding the time 
spent in REPORT-COMPONENT, is O(n 1/2+e log 3 n) = O(nl/2+g), for any e t > e. The 
amortized query time of REPORT-COMPONENT is O(n l/2+e q-k  log 2 n), where k is the 
number of components reported. Since all these k components are merged into a single 
component, we can charge @(k log 2 n) cost to various segments of S in such a way 
that each segment is charged at most b log 2 n (see, e.g., the proof of Lemma 7.4), here 
b is a constant. Hence, the total amortized Cost of the insert procedure is O(n 1/2+e) + 
O(n 1/2+E q- k log 2 n) - b �9 k log2n = 0(nI/2+~), provided the constant b is chosen 
sufficiently large. [] 
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Using the same ideas as in Section 5.4, we can improve the amortized query time to 
O(n 112+~ + k). We omit the straightforward, hut rather tedious, details. We thus have 

THEOREM 7.7. Let S be a set of  n segments in the plane. $ can be stored into a data 
structure of  size O(nl+~), so that a new segment can be inserted in time O(nl/2+~), the 
k connected components of A ( S )  intersecting a new Segment can be reported in time 
O (n 1/2+~ § k), and constant time suffices to determine whether two query segments of  
$ belong to the same component. 

Notice that the update time is O (n 1/2+~) because the insertion procedure calls REPORT- 
COMPONENT and assigns n m+~ credits. If we allow more space, the query time of 
all structures can be reduced, which will also improve the amortized update time. In 
particular, if we allow O(N t+e) space, then the amortized query and update time are 
O(nl+~/,,/-N + k) and O(nl+e/~/N + Nl+~/n). This implies an O(n4/3+~)-time on-line 
algorithm for computing the connected components of .A(S). 

COROLLARY 7.8. The connected components of  the arrangement of a set of  n segments 
can be computed by an on-line algorithm in O(n 4/3+e) time. 

8. Conclusions. In this paper we presented several data structures, static as well 
as semidynamic, for connected-component and simple-polygon intersection searching. 
For orthogonal segments we presented data structures for the general colored segment 
intersection-searching problem. We conclude this paper by mentioning a few open prob- 
lems: 

(i) Can one answer the general colored segment intersection query for an arbitrary 
set of segments in time O (n 1/z+~ + k), where k is the set of output colors, using 
close-to-linear space? As a first step, one may want to consider the following prob- 
lem: Preprocess a set S of colored points into a linear-size data structure so that the 
colors of points lying in a query strip (or a double-wedge) can be reported in time 
O(n l/2+e + k). If the query is a half-space, then it can be solved efficiently: For 
each color i, compute the convex hull Ci of points of S of color i. Let C1 . . . . .  Cm 
be the resulting polygons. The problem reduces to determining the set of polygons 
intersected by a query half-plane. Such a query can be answered in O (log n + k) 
time using near-linear space; see [3] and [29], However, this approach does not 
extend to strips or to double-wedges. 

(ii) No efficient algorithm is known for the counting version of colored segment inter- 
section searching, even for orthogonal segments. Recently, Gupta et al. [ 15] have 
presented algorithms in some special cases. 

(iii) The data structures for connected component intersection searching described here 
do not support delete operations. One difficulty lies in identifying the new connected 
components that emerge when we delete a segment. 

(iv) Is there a simpler data structure for semidynamic connected-component intersection 
searching? 
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